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Structured vs. unstructured code
(Cobol is not object oriented)



Creating an executable (load module)



Manual Conventions (IBM style)



Cobol Program structure



Cobol Language Hierarchy



Language components – sample keywords



Command Example (verbose)



Literal names representing values



Naming rules for user defined names



Column designation (areas A, B)



Comments



Sample program with comments / blank lines (red)



ID DIVISION



IDENTIFICATION DIVISION sentences



Environment Division



Sections of  the ENV Division



INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION , FILE-CONTROL



Connecting program files to JCL



DATA DIVISION (FILE SECTION, WS SECTION)



Data Hierarchy sample



Proper way to code the data elements (indentation)



File definitions in COBOL

Note that the ENVIRONMENT DIVISION has the INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION, 
under which, we have the FILE-CONTROL paragraph,  where we define the:
SELECT internal-name ASSIGN TO dd-name for all program files.

In addition, the DATA DIVISION contains the FILE SECTION, in which we code 
the corresponding FD and associated record, for the files (matching the SELECT 
internal names of  the ENVIRONMENT DIVISION

The next slide provides an example.



Coding the file record (FILE SECTION)



Mandatory coding columns



Data Division / Working-storage section



General rules for variable definition



Exaples for data type names and values



In code definition



Decimal point assumed and sign



PROCEDURE DIVISION (program logic)



File processing



Open/Close files



File Open/Close in a program



READ/WRITE options



Reading and writing in a program



Report header and lines



The move statement



Simple MOVE examples



Examples of  group MOVE and corresponding



DISPLAY statement



Terminating a program



RETURM-CODE and JCL



Program paragraphs



GO TO statement (mostly discouraged)



Structured programming paradigm



In-line PERFORM



Paragraphs and sections



Using section



The basic PERFORM statemnt



PERFORM example



PERFORM … THROUGH .



PERFORM UNTIL



PERFORM VARYING … UNTIL



Using the VALUE clause for initial values



INITIALIZE command with REPLACING



Examples of  INITIALIZE



BLANK when ZERO clause



JUSTIFIED clause effect



SIGN IS



SIGN IS clause



USAGE IS



USAGE IS clause (data types) - 1



COMP-1, COMP-2  USAGE

COMP-1 refers to short (single-precision) floating-point format, and COMP-2 
refers to long (double-precision) floating-point format, which occupy 4 and 8 
bytes of  storage, respectively. 

The leftmost bit contains the sign; the next seven bits contain the exponent; the 
remaining 3 or 7 bytes contain the mantissa.

Example:

05 COMPUTE-RESULT USAGE COMP-1 VALUE 06.23E-24.



USAGE IS clause (data types) - 2



Binary native COMP-5
The highest value is 2 to the power of  64 minus 1 (8 bytes) – S9(18)

S9(1) through S9(4) Binary halfword (2 bytes) -32768 through +32767

S9(5) through S9(9) Binary fullword (4 bytes) -2,147,483,648 through 
+2,147,483,647



Editing (inserted) characters



ACCEPT



Using ACCEPT for entering data



Data formats for ACCEPT



Intrinsic functions sample



CURRENT-DATE  function



More DATE functions, YYYYMMDD format



DAY / JULIAN function



Arithmetic operations



More common options for those operations



ADD options



SUBTRACT



The CORRESPONDING key word



MULTIPLY



DIVIDE



COMPUTE – A simpler option



SIZE errors



ON SIZE error options



Other arithmetic functions



Arithmetic usage examples



Conditional - IF statement format



Relational operators



Class conditions



Sign conditions



Multiple conditions



Nested IF conditions



88 Level identifiers



Setting 88 levels



Evaluate statement



Evaluate multiple values



Evaluate using TRUE / FALSE



Evaluate ANY



Program running preparations



COPY – Compiler directive statements



The ‘c’ lines were copied in



Compile option



Error message examples



ABEND examples



COBOL reserved words (key words)



Keywords continue



Keywords continue



Keywords continue


